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Full	Throttle	Update:	Mission	FoC	Commercials

Shot Shot Description Audio

1

Wide shot of the galaxy. Space ship 
comes into frame. Cut to:

2

View of the galaxy from inside the 
cockpit. A HUD of the galaxy map is 

already visible.

Captain's V.O. "Ok crew, prepare 
yourselves. Where we're headed…"

Episode 5: dPOP!

CREW	CALL	:	000

Boards
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3

Exterior of ship going into hyperspace. Captain's V.O. "…everything's a 
little more appealing."

4

View from cockpit as spaceship comes 
out of hyperspace and lands on the 

dPOP planet: a big, multi-colored gas 
giant similar to Jupiter, but ten times the 

size. A HUD Overlay reads: "dPOP! 
Planet" and shows company stats.

Captain's V.O. "This is the dPOP 
planet - experts in the design of 

creative, collaborative workspaces... 
and colorful spaceships. But let's 

take a closer look at how it all 
works."
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6

Snap zoom out to a medium shot of the 
planet and an X-Ray HUD shows what's 
going on behind the clouds. We see the 

spaceships flying through the clouds 
are being analyzed by a swarm of little 

"bots" w/ lazer scanners.

Captain's V.O. "dPOP doesn't just 
give spaceships any old design. 

They actually analyze the culture of 
a ship's crew…"

7

Cut to: close up of a ship filled with 
pirates. It exits the clouds and is tricked-

out with pirate designs (skull in 
crosbones, black flags, etc.). It does a 
celebratory flip and zips away at the 

speed of light.

Captain's V.O. "…and customize a 
design that is perfectly fitted to who 

they are. It's the dPOP 'secret 
formula.'" SFX: we hear pirates 

faintly cheering "yarrrr!"
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9

Exterior of space ship flying away to the 
dPOP Planet. Hold static wide.

Captain's V.O. "Why don't we see 
how we can improve our culture 

through our ship's workspace. Let's 
go!"

8

Cut to: view of the planet from inside 
the cockpit. Then- a leader video call 
feed is patched through and plays on 

the windshield.

Captain's V.O. "Let's see what the 
leader of the dPOP Planet has to 
say." dPOP! leader: "Welcome 

travelers, you're cleared to enter our 
orbit for cultural analysis. We 

recognize that each spaceship is 
unique and should reflect the culture 
and identity of its crew. We help the 

Family of Companies, as well as 
other intergalactic clients attract 

talent, foster productivity, creativity 
and collaboration through their 

spaces. Passionate, thoughtful, and 
provocative...that's dPOP.


